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FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK
Welcome to next year's sixth graders and their families who are receiving The Gargoyle for the
first time. These fifth graders are part of Summit High School’s graduating class of 2025! Many of
our incoming parents participated in our orientation program, which was held Wednesday,
January 17, 2018, at the Middle School. A special thank you to the department supervisors, school
counselors and our student assistance counselor who made presentations throughout the
evening. As you read The Gargoyle, I am confident that you will get a sense of the caring, active,
and supportive place that will be your child’s home away from home for the next three years.
Planning for 2018-2019
Planning for next September for all three grades is well underway. During March, parents of fifth,
sixth, and seventh grade students will receive a scheduling letter. Sixth and seventh grade parents
will be receiving, via email, a copy of our Program of Studies 2018-2019. Fifth grade parents
received their copy of the Program of Studies at the orientation meeting. Fifth grade parents who
were not able to attend, received their copy via their child. Detailed information relative to your
child's tentative course placements for next year will be contained in a mailing that will be sent
out shortly. If you have any concerns or questions about your child’s course placement for next
year, please contact your child’s counselor no later than Thursday, March 29, 2018. High School
counselors will also be meeting with graduating eighth graders at the end of March to develop
course selections for their freshman year. Watch for key dates for your involvement as our
planning process develops through the spring. Your attention to several guidelines will help us
serve everyone:
● Let us know in writing, and as soon as possible, if your child will not be attending Lawton
C. Johnson Summit Middle School or Summit High School next year.
● Accurate enrollment counts are vital to our planning process. We are setting Thursday,
March 29, 2018, as the final date for any change requests for course options (World
Language, Band, Orchestra, Chorus). Please think very carefully as you make decisions.
● Your cooperation in not making requests for a particular teacher or team is appreciated.
Standardized Testing
Students will takE the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC)
here at LCJSMS in a single window between Monday and Friday, April 23 and 27, 2018. As the
PARCC testing window nears, more information will be communicated to our school community.
Grade 8 students only will participate in the NJSLA Science assessment Tuesday and Wednesday,
May 22 and 23, 2018, as mandated by federal law. It is extremely important that students be
present in school and on time on the days of testing, well rested and having eaten a good
breakfast. Students who are absent during their testing period, are required to take make-up tests.
Morning Drop-Off
Thank you to all the parents who have provided feedback on our improved traffic flow in the
morning. With the implementation of traffic cones, we now have a defined pattern that is making
morning drop-off safer for our students. Please continue to follow the designated traffic pattern.
Afternoon Pick-up
In order to ensure the safety of both students and staff, parents will no longer be able to park in
the driveway along the back of the building. This area is designated for deliveries only.
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Thanks to our PTO
Thanks to the PTO, bagels are purchased and distributed throughout the year for our Advisory
program. To make this happen, the PTO receives donations from our parents. The bagels truly add
to the atmosphere of Advisory. Advisory is a time for students to have meaningful discussions
about important issues. Our bagel breakfasts help break the ice and provide needed nourishment
on Advisory mornings. As always, we appreciate your support of the PTO. We also want to thank
the PTO for their assistance with Hoops for Humanity.
Hoops for Humanity
On Thursday, March 1, 2018, Lawton C. Johnson Summit Middle School will host its annual Hoops
for Humanity basketball game. The purpose of Hoops for Humanity is to bring the school together
to raise money for a worthy cause by participating in a students vs. faculty basketball game. We
have also extended an invitation to the Summit Police Department and Summit Volunteer First
Aid Squad to play on our faculty team. LCJSMS is excited to announce that this year all proceeds
will be donated to The American Cancer Society.
Thanks to the SEF
We are very fortunate to have a major educational resource in the Summit community – the
Summit Educational Foundation (SEF). Each year the SEF funds grants throughout our school
district. Many innovative programs and state-of-the-art instructional initiatives have been made
possible through their support. We are particularly excited about the many grants that are making
an enormous impact on our school.
We want to express our sincere appreciation to the SEF for providing our students and staff with
the opportunity to innovate and redefine how technology and learning environment can impact
teaching and learning. Grants received from the SEF for the Fall cycle were Beyond the Bell,
Speech and Debate, Create Your Own Graphic Novel, Model UN Club, Lego Mindstorms – EV3
Coding and Robotics, Math Counts Competition Team and Off the Grid.
Eighth Grade Trip to Washington, DC
Eighth graders are beginning to get excited about their trip to Washington, DC, scheduled for
Monday and Tuesday, June 4th and 5th. A special planning meeting to provide students and parents
with all of the necessary information concerning this trip will be held the evening of Wednesday,
March 7th (snow date: Thursday, March 8th). Upon receipt of the packet to be handed out at this
meeting, eighth grade parents are asked to please return, at their earliest convenience, the
notarized completed permission form and deposit. We will begin the process of assigning rooms
during May. A scholarship fund has been established for those in need of financial help. If this trip
poses a financial hardship for any eighth grade family, please call me. All contacts will be kept
confidential. I can be reached at (908) 273-1190, extension 4500.
Final Note
We have recently had several successful events that were planned and implemented by our
students and staff. One such event held Tuesday, February 22nd, Night for the Soul, featured
traditional soul food. As we look ahead there will be many more exciting events. From the DC trip
to the Spring musical, Once Upon a Mattress, I know that our students will continue to impress us
as they exceed our expectations. I am struck by how talented, knowledgeable, and enjoyable
LCJSMS students really are! Please follow me on twitter @lcjsmsprincipal.
Mr. Damen G. Cooper
Principal
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TEAM 8A
In Mathematics, Pre-Algebra and Foundations of Algebra, students continue
to develop skills associated with solving multi-step equations and
inequalities. Enriched Algebra students have just completed the systems of
equations unit and will begin to sort through the many ways in which
exponents are handled in mathematics.
The dates for the new state assessment (PARCC) are quickly approaching.
Therefore, all students will experience some supplemental instruction to
increase their comfort with the material and ward off any standardized test
anxiety.
Integrated Science began in September with a preview of the main topics that will be covered this
year through a series of hands-on activities. Our first unit, Chemistry, had the students tackling
elements at a subatomic level and they saw first-hand how their organization affects the bonds
they make. Our unit in Physics focused on Newton’s Laws of Motion and energy. Students designed,
built, and tested vehicles with a restraint and bumper system that would protect an uncooked egg
upon impact with a solid object. Currently, students are exploring concepts related to energy. They
have used their knowledge of kinetic and potential energy to design a roller coaster and create a
Rube Goldberg machine! They are discovering how energy can be transformed from one type to
another in objects found in their everyday lives. Following physics, we will venture into natural
predictable patterns of the movements of the sun, moon, and Earth and how each may impact
climate, seasons, and eclipses. Lastly, we will wrap up the year looking at systems of the body and
examining hot topics like cloning and GMOs.
In Language Arts, students continued to hone their reading comprehension skills with critical
thinking, text support, and writing with argumentative and persuasion skills, as well as making
important historical connections through The Diary of Anne Frank and the Holocaust. Third
marking period began with The Pearl by John Steinbeck, identifying comparative text, annotation
skills, and will conclude with choosing research paper topics for argumentative essays. Students
will learn how to formulate a thesis and support their argument through research, along with all
aspects of creating a research paper.
Finally, the Team 8A staff periodically recognizes students who distinguish themselves in a variety
of ways, including but not limited to, academic performance or improvement, witnessed acts of
kindness or generosity, and service to the community. The significance of this recognition is that
once nominated, it requires the full support of the instructional team in order to become a reality.
Congratulations to the “Student of the Month” recipients from the first half of the school year: Mia
Battistella, Diego Calle-Inga, Abigail Collins, Joseph Gingeleskie, Giulia Guzzinati, Hope Luckshire,
Nayan Nagaraja, Matthew Polo, April Sanchez, and David Shunk. Well done!
Mr. William Hogan
Team 8A Leader
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TEAM 8C: 2017-2018 UPDATE __________________________________________________________
Team 8C had a great start to the school year and the teachers of 8C look forward to
a fun and exciting second half. To build spirit team 8C is conducting team Olympics
throughout the school year. The students on 8C have been placed on one of five
teams and will compete in a variety of events including Minute to Win It type
games. Our first few events have been very successful and we look forward to a fun
and competitive second half of the year. Last year’s champion, team Wager, is off to
a strong start again this year.
In Mathematics during the first quarter, students explored a variety of topics while integrating
technology into their studies. Enriched Algebra students have begun to use graphing calculators to
explore Systems of Equations and Quadratics. We also just completed our unit on the Quadratic
formula, and a few of the students created some entertaining music videos to help remember the
formula. Pre-Algebra and Foundations of Algebra students are also using graphing calculators to
explore graphing linear functions, and we continue to use the Smart Board extensively in our unit
on Transformational Geometry.
In Language Arts students spent the first semester analyzing and interpreting the social
commentaries authors like John Steinbeck and Ray Bradbury made in their novels. Some
contemporary connections were made to wealth distribution, gender equity, technology
dependency, the role of government, and the importance of being an educated citizen. The second
semester is focusing on students analyzing a variety of writers' styles for techniques the students
choose worthy of emulation in their own social commentaries. The theme of their writing is a
topic they feel is a social issue today that needs to be addressed. Key components of the task are
building close-reading skills and giving students the opportunity to reflect and assess their
strengths and weaknesses as writers. Students are developing the ability to Read Like a Writer and
improve not only their critical reading skills, but also their writing ability.
In Social Studies, students have been exposed to various aspects of public policy and local,
regional, and global levels of human rights. Students began the year working in groups to develop
a public policy related to the City of Summit and present their ideas to the community at-large.
During the second quarter, students explored their human rights and the rights of children
through various governmental and global documents related to the Convention on the Rights of
the Child (CRC) and the United Nations. The students worked collaboratively on creating websites
and public service announcements that describe various human rights violations occurring all
over the world. This was done to heighten awareness about the travesties faced by millions. The
third quarter is focusing on the concept of law and allows the students to participate in a mock
trial. The year will end with an economic unit where the students will be able to present an
invention in the format of Shark Tank.
In Science, we are currently in the middle of climate change. This unit focuses on weather vs.
climate, heat transfer, and real life applications of these concepts. Students are investigating the
relationship of the sun, Earth, and moon. This relationship is commonly misunderstood. Later in
the year, they will learn about the human body and survival of the fittest. As you already know,
students will have an EXPO towards the end of the year to demonstrate their knowledge.
Team 8C is looking forward to a great second half of the school year!
Team 8C Teachers
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COUNSELING DEPARTMENT INITIATIVES ____________________________________________________
To kickoff 2018, LCJSMS has been working to create a positive school climate for the entire
school community.
We celebrated No Name Calling Week, January 15-19, which was established to challenge
name-calling and bullying by being accepting of all school community members despite
differences. Representatives from the GLOW (Gay, Lesbian, or Whomever) Club and the
Student Council shared daily facts about discrimination during lunch in order to raise
awareness within the school community. Each day focused on name calling based on
different aspects, such as race, religion, appearance, ethnicity, and sexual orientation. The
SIBS Group also made posters to promote a positive school climate and challenge name
calling at LCJSMS.
Students also checked out a No Name Calling Week library display
created by GLOW Club members, which highlighted books related to the
week and challenged bullying. In honor of No Name Calling Week, the
Book Club and GLOW Club will be hosting a school-wide LCJSMS book
discussion on Lily and Dunkin by Donna Gephart. Copies of the book
have been available for students and staff at the school and local library.
Pizza will be served at the upcoming discussion on March 7. There will
also be an opportunity on April 4 to Skype with the author and learn
more about her inspiration to write the book. These opportunities were
made possible thanks to LCJSMS PTO mini-grants.
LCJSMS recognized Mix It Up Day on Friday, February 9, during Advisory. Mix It Up Day was
established to encourage students to step out of their comfort zones and meet other
students they may not know. This year, sixth and eighth graders participated in a joint
lesson, while seventh graders mixed it up with teachers. Students and teachers alike
commented that Mix It Up Day was a fantastic Advisory and asked to do it again next year.
LCJSMS continued the mission of No Name Calling Week through the ONE
program. At this program, LCJSMS Peer Assistance Leaders (PALs), read
the book, One, by Kathryn Otoshi, at Wilson and Jefferson Primary Centers
on Tuesday, February 13. LCJSMS students served as role models for the
kindergarten classes, discussing the meaning behind the story and leading
an interactive activity to engage primary center students on how they can
be UPstanders. All students designed an inkblot related to the story and
collaborated on one large number “1,” which is on display at the primary
centers.
Mrs. Cristina Casani
Mrs. Michelle Hoff
Mr. Lawrence Johnson
Mrs. Stefanie Jurista
Mrs. Elke Luftig
School Counseling Department
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PARCC TESTING
Summit Public School students in Grades 3-11 will take the PARCC assessments in spring
2018.
PARCC assesses students in the areas of Language Arts and Mathematics. Unlike its
predecessors, PARCC specifically offers a more rigorous assessment and is designed to
measure students' readiness for college and careers.
PARCC Dates:

Grades 6, 7, and 8
Make-Ups

April 23 - 27
April 30 - May 3

Please keep the above-listed dates in mind and make every effort to avoid scheduling
medical appointments or family activities on test days. Students are encouraged to get
plenty of rest and eat a well-balanced breakfast on testing days.
The following online resource will serve to further inform:
http://www.nj.gov/education/assessment/parents/
Mrs. Michelle Cebula
Assistant Principal

ONCE UPON A MATTRESS __________________________________________________________
Come join us at LCJSMS on Friday and Saturday, March 23rd and 24th at 7:30 p.m. for this
year's spring musical, Once Upon a Mattress! Once Upon a Mattress tells the real story of the
princess and the pea starring Princess Winnifred who is not your typical royal. She's
independent, strong, and determined to pass Queen Aggravain's seemingly impossible test
to marry Prince Dauntless. Will Winnifred pass the Queen's test? Come find out in this fun,
medieval comedy! Tickets will be on sale for $10 each beginning Thursday, March 1st, at
https://lcjsms.booktix.com/ and during all three lunches the week of March 19th.
Mrs. Ashley Raven
Drama Co-Advisor
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LIBRARY LEARNING COMMONS
The LCJSMS Library Learning Commons is never quiet. Here are some of our upcoming and
ongoing activities.
Starting in February, the LCJSMS LLC has a new after-school activity. Artist Darrell Goza from the
Visual Arts Center of New Jersey and the LLC are offering a Create Your Own Graphic Novel eightweek program. Students will write and illustrate their own story with the professional guidance
of Mr. Goza. At the end of the program all student work will be professionally bound and a copy
given to the student and the library. Thank you to the Summit Educational Foundation (SEF) for
this amazing opportunity for our students.
In addition to the exciting graphic novel event, the LCJSMS LLC partnered with the GLOW Club to
host a book discussion. Our discussion of Lily and Dunkin by Donna Gephart took place after
school on Wednesday, February 21st, and was open to all students. The book club will Skype with
the author on Wednesday, April 4th. Thank you to the PTO for helping us order extra books and
get our author Skype.
The LCJSMS LLC Makerspace continues to grow. We added Brainflakes and Micro:bits.
Brainflakes promotes itself as an early engineering tool that teaches spatial reasoning. Micro:bitis
is a small computer. Our 1000 piece puzzle and 3’ x 5’ all school coloring poster are worked on
every day by different LCJSMS students. The LLC Makerspace has high-tech and low-tech items
for all students to enjoy.
Research and the love of reading are still at the center of library learning. Students in sixth grade
researched traits of ancient culture with their Social Studies classes. Seventh graders researched
biographical information during the American Revolution and in March, eighth graders start
their social injustice research. These are a small sampling of research experiences in the library.
In addition to research, our middle schoolers are able to select any book of their choice from our
outstanding inventory. It is exciting to see students exchange book suggestions with each other.
We are currently planning our third annual NJ Makers Day which will take place on Friday,
March 9th. All across the state, public, academic, and school libraries celebrate the maker
movement by hosting different events. Last year we had over 300 students participate
throughout the day, and we expect a similar turnout this year. Students will be able to work with
our high-tech Makerspace items such as the Raspberry Pi, Arduino, MaKey MaKeys, and 3D
printer, as well as low-tech maker activities such as sewing, cardboard challenge, Kinex, duct
tape designs, and designing on our Lego wall. Our Makers Day is a great tool to promote all our
awesome supplies to the LCJSMS students.
The LCJSMS LLC continues to be a place for inspiration, exploration and collaboration. Follow us
on Twitter @lcjsmslibrary and Instagram @lcjsms_library to learn about what we are doing here
in the Library Learning Commons and check out our web site to see all of the resources available
to our students: lcjsmsllc.weebly.com.
Mrs. Megan Hartley
Mrs. Beth Thomas
Library Media Specialists
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HAPPY CHINESE NEW YEAR! ________________________________________________________________
The first day of the Chinese Lunar New Year 2018, the Year of the Dog, was Friday, February
16th. Ms. Zhang's Chinese classes enjoyed traditional Chinese cuisines and watched the
Chinese New Year Gala show. Students tried using chopsticks to make the eating experience
authentic. Students also celebrated the Chinese New Year by wearing red outfits, which are
meant to scare away bad spirits.

Mrs. Xia Zhang
Mandarin Chinese Teacher

We are happy to present another year of Multicultural Night. This exciting event will be held
at LCJSMS Tuesday, April 3rd, from 7:00–9:00 p.m. in the Main Gym. This event will highlight
the many different cultures of the Middle School students and will feature ethnic food from
various countries, as well as an array of entertainment to celebrate Summit’s ethnic
diversity. Students will be running cultural booths showcasing food, pictures, crafts, artifacts
and more from their own ethnic backgrounds. We hope you can join us for a fun-filled
celebration. Please visit www.LCJSMSCelebratesCulture.weebly.com for more information
about the event or to sign up to volunteer in advance or for that night.
Mrs. Alexandra Aguiar
Mrs. Melissa Sarracino
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NOTICE'OF'NON)DISCRIMINATION'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'
It#is#the#policy#of#the#Summit#City#School#District#that#this#district#does#not#discriminate#on#
the# basis# of# race,# color,# creed,# religion,# sex,# affectional# or# sexual# orientation,# ancestry,#
national#origin,#social#or#economic#status,#or#disability.##
#
Dr.# Jane# Kachmar>Desonne# has# been# designated# as# the# district’s# 504/ADA# Coordinator# to#
handle#complaints#alleging#discrimination#based#on#one’s#disability#and#to#coordinate#the#
district’s#efforts#to#comply#with#the#regulations#implementing#Section#504#and#the#ADA.#
#
Dr.# Matthew# J.# Block# has# been# designated# as# the# district’s# Affirmative# Action# Officer# to#
handle# complaints# alleging# all# other# prohibited# types# of# discrimination# and# to# coordinate#
the# district’s# efforts# to# comply# with# the# regulations# implementing# all# other# non>
discrimination#laws.##They#can#be#contacted#at#the#following#addresses:#
#
Dr.#Jane#Kachmar>Desonne#
Director#of#Special#Education#Services#
Office#of#Special#Education#Services#
14#Beekman#Terrace#
Summit,#NJ#07901#
908>273>6658#
#
Dr.#Matthew#J.#Block#
Director#of#Human#Resources#
Summit#Board#of#Education#
14#Beekman#Terrace#
Summit,#NJ#07901#
908>273>3023#
#
!
#
#

AFFIRMATIVE'ACTION''

'

'

'

'

'

'

#
Students# or# parents# with# affirmative# action# concerns# should# address# them# to# the#
administration#or#to:#
#
Dr.#Matthew#J.#Block#
Director#of#Human#Resources#
Summit#Board#of#Education#
14#Beekman#Terrace#
Summit,#NJ#07901#
908>273>3023#
#
!
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